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Wakaba Yukina

Wakaba Yukina is a player character played by Immortal Cyan.

Wakaba Yukina

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Woman

Date of Birth: YE 43
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Caretaker

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Possessing light magenta skin, bright cyan eyes, dark violet lips and light blue-white shaded hair,
Wakaba Yukina has a colorful and vivid visage. Her body shape does not deviate too radically from that
of the typical hourglass-shaped Nekovalkyrja, apart from significantly larger than normal breasts, thighs,
and buttocks, with sleek musculature that belies her physical strength. However, she has very long legs
for her height, often matching the length of those belonging to much taller Nekovalkyrja. In addition,
broad, flowing hips which are much wider than her shoulders, lending her silhouette quite a feminine
profile.

Yukina possesses hairless Neko-style ears on both sides of her head, in the same location where normal
human ears would be located. She does not have a tail.
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Yukina has an oval-shaped facial profile, presenting perfectly symmetrical features and big, wide set
eyes. Her lips possess a dainty pout and her nose is slightly upturned, but delicate nevertheless. She
most often styles her hair in big, sharp curls, normally worn down.

Specifications
Height 4'7“
Mass 100 Lbs.

Measurements 26F-20-371)

Eye Color Cyan
Hair Color Light Blue
Skin Color Light Magenta
Lip Color Dark Violet

Personality

Primal Zodiac Personality Reference: Moose

Wakaba Yukina is a natural empath. In stark contrast with her body's vivid coloration, she carries herself
in a demure and selfless manner. She enjoys dedicating herself to helping others and in spite of her
somewhat quiet manner, is very much a social butterfly. Yukina also takes satisfaction in keeping a
clean, beautiful, and comfortable environment, often taking the initiative in this regard. Beautifying
others is also an interest of hers, to such an extent that she runs a free beauty and hair salon out of her
cabin for crew members to visit when in need of grooming, hair styling, or professional makeup
application.

However, her empathy belies a bloodthirsty and aggressive manner in combat. When engaging with
enemies of Yamatai, her empathy can veer towards savagery with the flip of a switch, often surprising or
even terrifying her peers and comrades.

Music

Jukebox
Opening Song CHVRCHES - Get Out
Ballad Song Kang Min Hee - Toddle

Romance Song Faul & Wad Ad, Pnau - Changes
Combat Song Pnau - Go Bang

History

Created by the KAMI of the YSS Wakaba in YE 43 just before the vessel was lost in an anomaly, Wakaba
Yukina is one of youngest Sprites on the Wakaba, but is no less embraced by her sisters. Programmed as
a Caretaker Sprite, Yukina took to her duties with an instinctive grace. However, the entrapment of the
Wakaba within a gravity anomaly demanded far more of Yukina than she had ever given. When the
Wakaba was boarded by rogue NMX raiders in late YE 43, Yukina was one of those who saw to the
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protection and transport of the wounded during a critical juncture in the battle, playing a small part in a
collaborative effort that saved many lives.

However, with the Wakaba’s extended disappearance from the Kikyo Sector, it would not be long before
yet more was asked of her…

Skills Learned

Wakaba Yukina has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Star Army Caretaker

Social Connections

Wakaba Yukina is connected to:

Crew of the YSS Wakaba

Inventory & Finance

Wakaba Yukina has Star Army Standard Issue Items, in addition to the following:

4 Star Army Bodysuits, Type 42A

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3,000 KS Starting Funds

Wakaba Yukina's Mindy

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor
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Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
N/A N/A N/A

Leg Pods Utility/Cargo Handheld

N/A Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 with Star Army Survival
Kit, Type 31 and Environmental Suit N/A

Left Waist Forearms Right Waist
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type

33 2 Ke-M2-W3500 Forearm Weapons N/A

OOC Information

In the case Immortal Cyan becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Wakaba Yukina
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Caretaker
SAOY Assignment Star Army Reserve
SAOY Entry Year YE 43
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 5
Orders Orders

1)

Equivalent to 32H-24-45 on a 5'6” Woman
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